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1. Introduction. The relationship of the inequalities 

(1.1) Hf,x,hta) £A(ftxth,p) 

and 

(1.2) /(ƒ, x,h%a) Z: A(f, x, h, ft) 

to general convex and concave functions respectively has been treated 
by Radó [l] .1 In his and in this paper, f(x) denotes a positive con
tinuous function defined on a given open interval X\<X<X<L. In 
!(ƒ, x, h, a) and A (J, x, h, /3), defined by Radó [l, pp. 267, 268] as 
follows: 

r i rh lUa 

/(ƒ, x, ht a) = I — J f(x + Ö-tfÉj , if a ^ 0, 

/(ƒ, x, A, 0) - exp £ — ƒ ^log f(x + 0 # ] , 

r/(x - hy + f(x + h)ni" 
;!(ƒ.* * , « - [ - ^ y ^ i-J , if 0*0, 

(1.4) Aft h ^ riog f{x -h)+ log fix + *)-] 
A(f9 x, h, 0) = exp 

- [ƒ(*- h)fix+h)Y'\ 
x and h satisfy the inequalities Xi<x—h<x+h<X2; a and j8 are real 
exponents. 

To enable us to express his definitions and results concisely, we de
fine four classes oîfix) as follows: 

Let K be the class of all fix) which are convex on xi<x<x2. 
Let Kap be the class of all /(^) which satisfy the inequality (1.1). 
Let K* be the class of all fix) which are concave on X\<x<x%. 
Let K*ff be the class of all fix) which satisfy the inequality (1.2). 

Then the four sets of pairs (a, j3) which Radó defined [l, pp. 269, 281] 
can be defined by the statements: 

Let E be the set of all pairs (a, /3) for which KC.Ka$. 
Let E be the set of all pairs (a, /3) for which KapCK. 
Let £* be the set of all pairs (a, j3) for which K*C.K%. 
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1 Numbers in brackets indicate the references at the end of the paper. 
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